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Abstract
We consider a two sided noetherian ring R such that the character modules of
Gorenstein injective left R-modules are Gorenstein flat right R-modules. We then
prove that the class of Gorenstein flat right R-modules is preenveloping. We also
show that the class of Gorenstein flat complexes of right R-modules is preenevloping
in Ch(R).
In the second part of the paper we give examples of rings with the property that
the character modules of Gorenstein injective modules are Gorenstein flat. We prove
that any two sided noetherian ring R with i.d.Rop R < 1 has the desired property.
We also prove that if R is a two sided noetherian ring with a dualizing bimodule
R VR and such that R is left n-perfect for some positive integer n, then the character
modules of Gorenstein injective modules are Gorenstein flat.
1. Introduction
Gorenstein homological algebra is the relative version of homological algebra that
uses Gorenstein injective, Gorenstein projective and Gorenstein flat resolutions instead
of the classical injective, projective and flat resolutions. But while the existence of
the classical resolutions over arbitrary rings is well known, things are a little differ-
ent when it comes to Gorenstein homological algebra. The main open problems in this
area concern the existence of the Gorenstein (injective, projective and flat) resolutions.
This is the reason why the existence of the Gorenstein (injective, projective, flat) pre-
covers and preenvelopes has been studied intensively in recent years. We consider here
the existence of the Gorenstein flat preenvelopes. It is known that over a Gorenstein
ring every module has a Gorenstein flat preenvelope ([8]). We prove that if R is a
two sided noetherian ring such that the character modules of Gorenstein injective left
R-modules are Gorenstein flat, then the class of Gorenstein flat right R-modules is pre-
enveloping. Then we prove that over these rings, every complex of right R-modules has
a Gorenstein flat preenvelope.
In the second part of the paper, we give examples of rings with the property that
the character module of any Gorenstein injective left R-module is a Gorenstein flat
right R-module. More precisely we show that a two sided noetherian ring R such
that i.d.Rop R < 1 has the desired property. We also prove that if R is a two sided
noetherian ring with a dualizing bimodule R VR and such that R is left n-perfect for
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some positive integer n, then the character modules of Gorenstein injective modules
are Gorenstein flat.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this section R denotes an associative ring with unity.
DEFINITION 1 ([8], Definition 10.1.1). An R-module M is Gorenstein injective
if there exists an exact and Hom(Inj, –) exact sequence of injective R-modules
   ! E1 ! E0 ! E 1 !   
such that M D Ker(E0 ! E 1).
We will use the notation GI for the class of Gorenstein injective modules.
A stronger notion is that of strongly Gorenstein injective module:
DEFINITION 2 ([1], Definition 2.1). An R-module M is strongly Gorenstein in-
jective if there exists an exact and Hom(Inj, –) exact sequence
   ! E
f
 ! E
f
 ! E !   
with E injective and with M D Ker( f ).
It is known ([1], Theorem on p. 3) that a module is Gorenstein injective if and
only if it is a direct summand of a strongly Gorenstein injective one.
The Gorenstein flat modules are defined in terms of the tensor product.
DEFINITION 3 ([8], Definition 10.3.1). A right R-module G is Gorenstein flat if
there exists an exact and – 
 Inj exact sequence of flat right R-modules
   ! F1 ! F0 ! F 1 !   
such that G D Ker(F0 ! F 1).
We will use the notation GF for the class of Gorenstein flat modules.
We recall that the character module of a right R-module M is the left R-module
MC D HomZ (M, Q=Z ). We also recall that MC ' HomR(M, RC).
It is known ([10], Theorem 3.6) that if the ring R is coherent then a module G is
Gorenstein flat if and only if its character module GC is Gorenstein injective.
We also recall the definition of a (pre)envelope.
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DEFINITION 4. Let C be a class of R-modules. A homomorphism  W M ! C
is a C-preenvelope of M if C 2 C and if for any homomorphism 0 W M ! C 0 with
C 0 2 C, there exists u 2 HomR(C, C 0) such that 0 D u.
A C-preenvelope W M ! C is a C-envelope if any endomorphism u 2 HomR(C,C)
such that  D u is an automorphism of C .
(Pre)covers and covers are defined dually.
When C D GF we obtain the definition of a Gorenstein flat (pre)envelope. Their
existence allows us to define the right Gorenstein flat resolutions:
DEFINITION 5. A module M has a right Gorenstein flat resolution if there exists
a Hom(–, GF) exact sequence 0 ! M ! G0 ! G 1 ! G 2 !    with each G j
Gorenstein flat.
We note that this is equivalent to M ! G0 and each coker(G i 1 ! G i ) ! G iC1
for i  1 being Gorenstein flat preenvelopes.
3. Gorenstein flat preenvelopes
In [7] we proved that the class GI is closed under direct limits, and so it is cover-
ing, over any commutative noetherian ring R such that the character modules of the
Gorenstein injective modules are Gorenstein flat. We also showed that GI is an en-
veloping class over such a ring. Then in [12] we considered a two sided noetherian
ring R such that the character module of any Gorenstein injective left R-module is a
Gorenstein flat right R-module. We proved that over such a ring the class of Gorenstein
injective left R-modules is still closed under direct limits, and therefore it is covering.
We also proved in [12] that the class of Gorenstein injective left modules is enveloping
over such rings.
We now consider the same type of rings. We prove that the class of Gorenstein
flat right modules is preenveloping over such a ring. Then we show that every complex
of right R-modules has a Gorenstein flat preenvelope.
Proposition 1. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring such that the character
module of any left Gorenstein injective module is a Gorenstein flat right R-module.
Then the class of Gorenstein flat right R-modules is preenveloping.
Proof. By [3] p. 78 it suffices to prove that the class of Gorenstein flat right
R-modules is closed under direct products.
Let (G i )i2I be a family of Gorenstein flat right R-modules. Then each GCi is a
left Gorenstein injective module. Since the class of Gorenstein injective left R-modules
over such a ring is closed under arbitrary direct sums, it follows that GCi is still
Gorenstein injective. Then by hypothesis we have that (GCi )C is a Gorenstein flat
module. That is,
Q
GCCi is Gorenstein flat.
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For each i 2 I we have a pure exact sequence: 0 ! G i ! GCCi ! Yi ! 0. Thus
we have an exact sequence 0 !
Q
G i !
Q
GCCi !
Q
Yi ! 0.
We show that this sequence is also pure exact.
Let AR be a finitely presented R-module. Then for each i the sequence 0 !
Hom(A, G i ) ! Hom(A, GCCi ) ! Hom(A, Yi ) ! 0 is still exact. So we have an ex-
act sequence
0 !
Y
Hom(A, G i ) !
Y
Hom(A, GCCi ) !
Y
Hom(A, Yi ) ! 0.
Since
Q
Hom(A, G i ) ' Hom
 
A,
Q
G i

,
Q
Hom(A, GCCi ) ' Hom
 
A,
Q
GCCi

, and
Q
Hom(A, Yi ) ' Hom
 
A,
Q
Yi

, it follows that for any finitely presented AR , the se-
quence 0 ! Hom
 
A,
Q
G i

! Hom
 
A,
Q
GCCi

! Hom
 
A,
Q
Yi

! 0 is exact.
So
Q
G i is a pure submodule of the Gorenstein flat module
Q
GCCi . Then
 
Q
G i

C
is a direct summand of the Gorenstein injective module  Q GCCi

C
, and therefore it is
Gorenstein injective. It follows that Q G i is Gorenstein flat.
We prove that over the same type of rings every complex of right R-modules has
a Gorenstein flat preenvelope.
We will use the following lemma:
Lemma 1 ([9], Lemma 5.2.1). Let R be any ring and let S be a subcomplex
of right R-modules of a complex G. Then there is a subcomplex S of G with S 
S  G such that S  G is pure and such that Card(S)  Card(S)  Card(R) if ei-
ther of Card(S) and Card(R) is infinite. If both are finite, there is an S which is at
most countable.
Theorem 1. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring such that the character mod-
ule of any left Gorenstein injective module is a right Gorenstein flat R-module. Then
any complex of right R-modules has a Gorenstein flat preenvelope.
Proof. We use a similar argument to that of [9], Theorem 5.2.2.
By [6], a complex is Gorenstein flat if and only it is a complex of Gorenstein
flat modules. By the proof of Proposition 1, the class of Gorenstein flat modules is
closed under direct products. So any direct product of Gorenstein flat complexes is
also Gorenstein flat.
Given a complex C let N

be an infinite cardinal number such that
Card(C)  Card(R)  N

.
Let Y denote the class of all Gorenstein flat complexes G such that Card(G)  N

.
Let (G i )i2I be a family of representatives of this class with the index set I . Let Hi D
Hom(C, G i ) for each i 2 I and let F D
Q
G Hii . Then F is a Gorenstein flat complex.
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Define  W C ! F so that the composition of  with the projection map F ! G Hii
maps x 2 Fk to (hk(x))h2Hi . Then  W C ! F is a map of complexes.
We show that  W C ! F is a flat preenvelope. Let  0 W C ! G be a map of
complexes with G a Gorenstein flat complex. By Lemma 1 above, the subcomplex
 
0(C) can be enlarged to a pure subcomplex G 0  G with Card(G 0)  N

. Since G 0
is a pure subcomplex of the Gorenstein flat complex G it follows that for each n, G 0n
is a pure submodule of Gn , and therefore each Gn is Gorenstein flat. Then G 0 is a
Gorenstein flat complex. So G 0 is isomorphic to one of the G i . By the construction of
the map  ,  0 can be factored through  .
4. Rings with the property that the character modules of Gorenstein injective
left R-modules are Gorenstein flat
It is known ([11], Lemma 2.5 (b)) that any commutative noetherian ring R with
a dualizing complex has the desired property: the character modules of Gorenstein in-
jective modules are Gorenstein flat. In the following we give examples of two sided
noetherian rings with the property that the character modules of left Gorenstein inject-
ive modules are Gorenstein flat.
By Proposition 1 the class of Gorenstein flat right R-modules is preenveloping over
such a ring and therefore any right R-module M has a right Gorenstein flat resolution.
Also, by [12] the class of Gorenstein injective left R-modules is both covering and
enveloping over such a ring. Consequently any R N has both a left and a right minimal
Gorenstein injective resolution.
Theorem 2. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring such that i.d.Rop R  n for
some positive integer n. Then the character modules of Gorenstein injective left
R-modules are Gorenstein flat.
Proof. Let M be a strongly Gorenstein injective left R-module, and let I be any
injective left R-module. By [13], Proposition 1, the flat dimension of I is less than or
equal to n. Then the right R-module IC has injective dimension  n. It follows that
Exti (MC, IC)D 0 for any i  nC1. So we have that Exti (I , MCC)' Exti (MC, IC)D 0
for all i  n C 1, for any injective R I .
But M is strongly Gorenstein injective, so there exists an exact sequence 0 !
M ! NE ! M ! 0 with NE injective. This gives an exact sequence 0 ! MCC ! E !
MCC ! 0 with E D NECC an injective left R-module. It follows that Extk(–, MCC) '
Ext1(–, MCC) for any k  1. By the above, we have that Extk(I , MCC) D 0 for any
injective R I , for any k  1.
Then the exact sequence    ! E ! E ! MCC ! 0 is also Hom(Inj, –) exact. So
MCC has an exact left injective resolution. Since Exti (I , MCC) D 0 for all i  1, for
any injective R I and MCC has an exact left injective resolution it follows that MCC is
Gorenstein injective ([8], Proposition 10.1.3).
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Let G be a Gorenstein injective left R module. By [1], there exists a strongly
Gorenstein injective left R-module M such that M ' G  H . It follows that GCC is
isomorphic to a direct summand of the Gorenstein injective module MCC, and there-
fore it is Gorenstein injective.
Since the ring R is right coherent and (GC)C is Gorenstein injective it follows that
GC is Gorenstein flat, for any Gorenstein injective RG.
We also prove that if R is a two sided noetherian ring with a dualizing bimodule
R VR and such that R is left n-perfect, then the character modules of Gorenstein inject-
ive modules are Gorenstein flat.
We recall the definition of a dualizing module:
DEFINITION 6 ([5], Definition 1). Let R be a left and right noetherian ring and
let R VR be an (R, R)-bimodule such that End(R V ) D R (naturally) and End(VR) D R
(naturally). Then V is said to be a dualizing module if it satisfies the following three
conditions:
(i) id(R V )  r and id(VR)  r for some integer r ;
(ii) ExtiR(R V , R V ) D ExtiR(VR , VR) D 0 for all i  1;
(iii) R V and VR are finitely generated.
We will use the Auslander and Bass classes. They are defined in terms of the
dualizing bimodule V .
DEFINITION 7 ([5], Definition 2). The right Auslander class (relative to V ),
Ar (R), is the class of right R-modules M such that TorRi (M, V ) D 0 and ExtiR(V , M

V ) D 0 for all i  1 and such that the natural morphism M ! HomR(V , M 
 V ) is an
isomorphism.
The left Bass class (relative to V ), Bl (R), is defined as those left R-modules N
such that ExtiR(V , N ) D 0, and TorRi (V , HomR(V , N )) D 0 for all i  1 and such that
the natural morphism V 
 HomR(V , N ) ! N is an isomorphism.
In the following R denotes a left and right noetherian ring with a dualizing module
R VR . Also, E will denote an (R, R)-bimodule such that R E and ER are both injective
(for example RC is such a bimodule).
Lemma 2. If R N 2 Bl (R) then Hom(N , E) 2 Ar (R).
Proof. – Since R is left noetherian, V is finitely generated and E is injective,
we have that
TorRi (HomR(N , E), V ) ' HomR(Exti (V , N ), E) D 0
(because N 2 Bl (R), so Exti (V , N ) D 0).
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– Since R V is finitely presented, and ER is injective, it follows that HomR(N , E)
R
V ' HomR(HomR(V , N ), E).
Then
ExtiR(V , HomR(N , E)
 V ) ' Exti (V , HomR(HomR(V , N ), E))
' HomR(TorRi (HomR(V , N ), V ), E) D 0
(because N 2 Bl (R) implies that TorRi (HomR(V , N ), V ) D 0)).
– As above, we have HomR(N , E)
R V ' HomR(HomR(V , N ), E). Then
HomR(V , HomR(N , E)
 V ) ' HomR(V , HomR(HomR(V , N ), E))
' HomR(V 
 Hom(V , N )), E) ' HomR(N , E)
(because N 2 Bl (R) implies that V 
 HomR(V , N ) ' N ).
Thus HomR(N , E) 2 Ar (R).
Lemma 3. If M 2 Ar (R) then HomR(M, E) 2 Bl (R).
Proof. – We have
ExtiR(V , HomR(M, E)) ' HomR(TorRi (M, V ), E) D 0
(because M 2 Ar (R), so TorRi (M, V ) D 0).
– We have HomR(V , HomR(M, E)) ' HomR(M 
 V , E). Therefore
V 
R HomR(V , HomR(M, E)) ' V 
 HomR(M 
 V , E).
Since R V is finitely presented and ER is injective we have
V 
 HomR(M 
 V , E) ' HomR(HomR(V , M 
 V ), E) ' HomR(M, E)
(because M 2 Ar (R) implies that HomR(V , M 
 V ) ' M).
– As above we have HomR(V , HomR(M, E)) ' HomR(M 
 V , E).
So Tori (V ,Hom(V ,Hom(M, E))' Tori (V ,HomR(M
V , E)). Since R is noetherian,
and since E is injective and VR is finitely generated we have that
Tori (V , HomR(M 
 V , E)) ' HomR(Exti (V , M 
 V ), E) D 0
(because M 2 Ar (R) implies that ExtiR(V , M 
 V ) D 0).
So HomR(M, E) 2 Bl (R).
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 give the following:
Corollary 1. If N 2 Bl(R), then Hom(Hom(N , E), E) 2 Bl (R).
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Corollary 2. If N 2 B(R) then NCC 2 Bl(R).
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1 when E D RC.
We recall ([4], Definition 2.1) that a ring R is called left n-perfect if every left
flat R-module has projective dimension less than or equal to n. Thus the left 0-perfect
rings are the left perfect rings.
Theorem 3. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring such that R R is a left n-perfect
ring. Assume also that R VR is a dualizing module for the pair (R, R). Then the character
modules of Gorenstein injective left R-modules are Gorenstein flat right R-modules.
Proof. Since V is a dualizing module, there exists some positive integer r such
that id(R V )  r and id(VR)  r .
Let R N be a Gorenstein injective module. By [4] Theorem 3.17, there exists an
exact sequence in R   Mod:
0 ! K ! ErCn !    ! E1 ! E0 ! N ! 0
with each Ei injective and with K 2 B(R). This gives an exact sequence
0 ! KCC ! ECCrCn !    ! E
CC
1 ! E
CC
0 ! N
CC
! 0
with each ECCi injective and with KCC 2 B(R) (by Corollary 2). By [4] Theorem 3.17
again, it follows that NCC is a Gorenstein injective module.
Since R is right coherent and (NC)C is Gorenstein injective, it follows that NC is
Gorenstein flat.
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